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the liquid that descends from the clouds as rain, 

forms streams, lakes, and seas, issues from the ground in 

springs, and is a major constituent of all living matter...........

water

(By permission. From Webster’s Third New International 

Dictionary © 1981 by G. & C. Merriam Co., publishers of 
the Merriam-Webster Dictionaries.)
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First light:
an oval drop of water 

on the mallard’s back
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Cranes having returned 

a kayak’s hollow 

carries me

Aging willow leafs out 
its image unsteady 

in the flowing stream
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Asparagus bed

silent in the morning mist 

the wild turkeys

Hawthorn blossoms; 

the orangutan

sits in his outer cage
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It showered—
the desert toads are singing 

for a single night

Alleluja alleluja the frogs this Easter night
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A spring breeze rises— 

breast feathers ruffle 

on the dead sparrow

Deer bones . . . 

rifle bullet 

under the ribs
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Sonic boom
the mouth of the bullfrog 

closes on his song

Meadowlarks!
—the farmer

poisoning gopher holes
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A gap

where the eaves trough sags 

spring’s hazy moon

A dirt road . . .

acres of potato plants

white-flowered under the moon
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A breeze on the stream— 

with much commotion
carp are spawning by the reeds

No wind 

the chrysalis 

trembles
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Wind-swept pine,— 

the simpleton laughs 

at the summer moon
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Far from the ghetto
—his ear to a hollow oak 

murmurous with bees

I

Firefly
wakens

me

Relentless heat all day cicadas crying praise
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a square 
of water 
reflects 
the moon
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The corn has tasseled— 
still the taste of winter 

lingers in the well

Canoeing the bend
—the ‘tonk’ of an iron bridge 

stretching in the sun
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Skull of a horse,—

the painter’s brush returning it 

to the desert sand

Z' Carcass of a deer,—

gently the raven settles 

and folds its wings
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Evening clouds— 

a catbird murmurs 

among the lilac leaves

Mid-summer rain; 
the farmer’s jaw 

relaxes in a grin
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A flaw in the air: 

the soaring buzzard

flexes the tip of a wing

Becoming dusk,—

the catfish on the stringer 

swims up and down
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A loud auctioneer . . . 
her garden in back 

grown tangled

* Vacant circus grounds—
in the weeds a dwarf sunflower 

glows
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Raggedy Ann cut open 

for her candy heart 

that says ‘I love you’

Intensive care . . . 

dials

fallen back to zero
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Late summer heat; 
watermelon juice 

runs down the gullet

Honeydew melons
in the store the priest and I 

confess our greed
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i A thicket

the hayers couldn’t mow: 
plumes of golden rod

i
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Summer noon
a goldfinch twitters cooly 

on a thistle gone to seed
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The hundred-year pine- 

a deadly mushroom 

flecked with dew

Summer is turning— 

at the roots of the grass 

crickets rasp their song
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Cutting pampas grass— 

the plumes hidden 

in the morning mist
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Frost asters—
a monarch with tattered wings 

flutters by

Autumn afternoon— 

a moment of sun
touching the toad’s golden eye

A hate-letter . . .
wood being chopped 

the chips fall away
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Autumn’s red and gold— 

my canoe partner 

softly whistles hymns

A moose lifts its head- 

in the tent we hear water 

dropping from its muzzle
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A stray mongrel
stands quietly in the yard 

—autumn rain

A wing-crippled goose
remains in the marsh ... its calls 

echoed by the hills
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Winter wind-

bit by bit the swallow’s nest 

crumbles in the barn
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Snowing. . . 
the dentist

polishes my teeth

Morning’s drift of snow: 
here the wind was a spiral 

-there it had a groove
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The cragged hawthorn,— 

snowfall on its branches 

to the farthest twig

Morning’s foot of snow,— 

and nowhere a flake 

that fell astray
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A wind arises—
the willow’s glittering glaze 

jingles to the snow

Deep cold
—the oak tree splitting farther 

where the lightning ran
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The chain saw stops;

deeper in the winter woods 

a chickadee calls

i

Field of thawing snow— 

a boy in muddy boots 

flies a crimson kite

!
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If we had been contemporaries 

We might have sat beside each other, 

Perhaps on a hill above the sea,

And watched the little fishing-boats 

With bamboo sails be screened from view 

By craggy islands in the bay,—

Or how the ocean’s colors changed 

When sunlight slanted through the clouds.

We would have talked of dynasties . . .

The sages . . . friends. You might have sung 

An ancient song, or there composed 

A verse that I was first to hear.
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This side was night that winter day 

The sun went out. We knew it when 

Our moon-cast shadows on the snow 

Failed us as we approached the house.

The midnight air turned still more cold; 

And as we hurried in, you said,

Til make a bit of lunch for us,

You fix the furnace for the night.1
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in eden an Apple 
red and dapple

hung on a Branch 
high out of reach

of lions, Camels 
and other mammals

as Dugongs, skunks 
and Elephants’ trunks

a Female fair 
also was there

and a serpent who strode 
along the Ground

he lowered his Head 
some phrases said

and twining like Ivy 
the tree he quivered

the Jewel swayed 
and fell away

she gave it Kiss 
with parted Lips

and sought her Mate 
to bid him taste
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then first they marked 
that they were Naked

i
and put leaves Over 
their loins for eover

our Parents Quaked 
for their mistake

and their Raiment was coats 
from sheep and goats

!

in Sorrow and pain 
would eve bear cain

and adam Toil 
in thorny soil

the lord put Under 
all beasts the adder

and Vowed both eve 
and adam must leave

in Woe they went 
to banishment

a cherub came 
with aX of flame

and the eden Yard 
with Zeal he guarded
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With equanimity of heart 

The heavens I walk under, 

Though now a greater awe is mine 

And more of wonder

That at a point out near the edge 

Of midnight’s Milky Way 

There is a minor sun to make 

A planet’s day,

And that almost infinities 

Of suns in space are hurled. 

0 heart, how populous with life 

The starry world!
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Lilacs,— 

the season

grandmother waited for

A farmers’ market

. . . the fondness for Concord grapes 

that grandpa had
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Evening sitting ends . . . 
the Abbot’s ‘How bright 

the crescent moon!’
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A crisp autumn day—
to the coupling dog and bitch 

the Abbot bows

i
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Halloween,—
the Abbot’s empty pumpkin 

lights the room 

‘Right mindfulness’
‘right mindfulness’ 

the Abbot’s mynah
!

Eye-corners crinkling,
the Abbot’s ‘Be mindful, Bob— 

the self is a bubble’
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Passing the clinic

for street girls of Veracruz . . . 

thistle-flowers

fU
X.

Blossoming grove

the holy-man with rotted teeth 

blesses a throng
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The church bell ringing . . . 

piano and tambourine 

-and the grand singing

How that rainbow burns! 

—and so common here 

not a forehead turns
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Winter day—

the length of the barren woods 

for the cry of a jay

Maple-flow,—

and geese, mindful too 

of thawing snow 

Overcast again . . .

from a hawthorn the plainsong 

of a warbling wren

Drifting in the skiff . . .

names of all the swallows now: 

tree and barn and cliff
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The whistling swans recede— 

their sheer whiteness gleaming 

far down the spring sky
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A single pace,—
and the water closes round 

the heron’s shank
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